
Yungo and its team of lawyers have over a
hundred years of experience offering
assistance to private clients and corporations
in the UAE, Italy and France

We firmly believe in providing 5-star
training to all our employees, equipping
them with the skills needed to thrive in the
legal arena. 

To achieve this, Yungo empowers its
employees, among other things, by:

implementing a flexible work-from-
home scheme;
encouraging attendance at events and
conferences to expand professional
networks and knowledge on a weekly
basis;
allowing input on daily decisions and
company operations, irrespective of
experience or education level.

Together, we're creating a more inclusive
and empowered legal community. 

Find out more about Yungo Law by
scanning the QR code below:

We provide streamlined services and
comprehensive assistance from
investment to management, ensuring
strategic legal guidance for clients.

Our expertise in Employment Law spans
across continental Europe and the UAE,
providing comprehensive guidance under
distinct legal frameworks. 

Proficient in Family Law, Inheritance Law,
and Estate Planning, our global expertise
provides tailored guidance within the
global legal landscape, protecting our
clients’ family interests.

Corporate & Commercial Law

Employment Law

Family Law & Private Client

UAE
•

ITALY
•

FRANCE

YUNGO'S VALUES

Our skilled team navigates UAE corporate
laws, providing strategic advice for
seamless company operations and success
in the dynamic business environment.

Real Estate Law

And more...

 info@yungo.ae 
+971 52 723 6138

Level 23 - Tower 2
Boulevard Plaza

Downtown Dubai 
Dubai, UAE

OUR SERVICES



Annibale D’Addario

HIRING 
PROCESS

Send the Cover Letter and
your resume to:

info@yungo.ae

Yungo's legal team warmly welcomes
students to reach out for a quick chat to
discuss the hiring process, life at Yungo, and
the broader landscape of a career in law. 

We're here to offer guidance and support you
as you navigate your professional journey.

Do not be shy! Follow us on LinkedIn and
drop a message!

As a boutique law firm, training at Yungo
provides a distinct advantage, allowing
students to witness every transactions they
work on from start to finish, explore diverse
practice areas daily, and work closely with
associates and partners, fostering a rich
learning environment focused on the
professional and personal development of
every single trainee.

TRAINING AT
YUNGO LAW

Our one-month vacation scheme serves as
the exclusive pathway for students to
secure a training contract. The scheme will
have flexible dates tailored to accommodate
both students' commitments and our firm's
needs. This scheme offers a unique
opportunity for successful candidates to
transition into a full-time training contract. 

At Yungo, we offer a stress-free hiring
process, understanding the busy lives of
students juggling school and personal
commitments. We ensure a supportive
environment, valuing flexibility and
accommodating individual needs to foster
success.

to be a part of
Yungo Law’s tem

START
HERE

Create a one page Cover Letter
showcasing your interest in a career
in Law, why you would like to join
Yungo and, most importantly, who
you are and your personal interests.

STEP NO. 1 STEP NO. 2

Receive a legal
task based on a
fake scenario you
would face as a
trainee at Yungo.

Complete within 5
working days and
send it back to us.

STEP NO. 3

STEP NO. 4
Sit back and relax.

 Yungo's team will contact you if you
have been selected for an interview.

Congrats!

You have passed the interview and
have been selected for a Vacation

Scheme at Yungo.

STEP NO. 5

At the end of the
vacation scheme,
you will be invited
to have an
interview with a
Partner, where
your strength,
weaknesses and
future with Yungo
will be discussed.

STEP NO. 6

“At Yungo, trainees aren't
restricted to mundane tasks; here,
my opinion matters. 

The firm prioritise my personal
development, emphasizing that I
am not just an employee, but an
integral part of collective success.”

Trainee Solicitor

AND THAT'S ALL!


